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Photo (by T.S.): 
Crystal of GaAs:Te grown by Czochralski method,
glued on goniometer of cutting saw.
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Some thermodynamic terms

Molten phase (melt,  pol. “roztop”, “faza roztopiona”)  
- liquid having the same chemical composition as intended
  crystal

Growth from the melt – realization of phase transition liquid phase - 
crystalline solid phase, where chemical compositions of liquid and 
solid are the same  (not counting impurities  < ~0.1 % at.), 
conducted slow enough to get a single crystal  

Phase equilibria decide about a possibility to grow a particular crystal 
from its melt   (phase diagrams)
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Example:  diamonds 

 - technically, it is not possible to realize phase transition of liquid-solid for Carbon:
   too high pressure (~100 kbar) and too high temperature (~3500K) required,
   e.g. there are no container materials which can withstand such high requirements. 

In industry, diamonds (small grains) are grown from Carbon solutions in molten metals, e.g. Ni. 

p-T phase diagram of Carbon

for one component material,
Carbon, we have 2 thermodynamic 
parameters which describe 
thermodynamic states:  
pressure  and  temperature
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Example 2:   SiO2   with   α-quartz structure (piezoelectric)

alpha-quartz cannot be grown from the melt. 
It can be grown by a solution method 
using SiO2  solution in supercritical H2O. 

Necassary conditions for a 
possibility of growth of a 
crystalline phase from melt:

- no other phase transitions 
of 1-st type  between liquid 
and final required solid phase, 
or between melting point and 
RT  (such phase transitions in 
the solid phase introduce 
defects, cracks etc.)

p-T  one component 
(SiO2) phase diagram   
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Another necessary condition (and often sufficient) for a 
possibility to crystallize from the melt

An existence of thermodynamic equilibrium point between liquid and solid at the 
same chemical compositions of both phases   =

  =  existence of  the congruent point  on  T-x  phase diagram
     (temperature, T,  –  composition, x.      Pressure is taken as fixed here.) 

 2-components case is 
described by 3 
thermodynamic 
parameters:
 p,  T  and  x=Sb/Ga  ratio
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Another example: SiC  
- no congruent point

SiC single crystals can be grown from solution in Silicon, or from the vapour phase.  
SiC is very hard material (used in mechanical cutting tools). 
High perfection SiC single crystals are used for high power, high frequency electronic devices
 - SiC big single crystals are grown from the vapour phase of SiC.  
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Yet another example:  Si1-xGex  alloy  (solid solution)

Using simple melt-growth methods, only Ge or Si can be grown with constant 
composition along the bulk crystal length. 
Similar phase diagram e.g. for Cd1-xZnxTe = (CdTe)1-x(ZnTe)x  - material for nuclear 
radiation detectors, e.g. in medical equipment (tomographs)
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GaAs 
(and similar for InP, InAs, 
GaP, GaSb, ….)
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Q, by the way:

What is the width of  GaAs solid phase?

What effects determine this width ?

A:
Non-stechiometric defects in crystal, 
e.g. in  GaAs of type AsGa , few-atomic AsGa 
clusters, vacancies, interstitial atoms, etc. 
It is regarded that at equilibrium at high 
temperatures GaAs (composition Ga1-rAs1+r ) 
can contain  r ~10-6 -~10-5  of AsGa, vacancies, 
interstitial atoms, etc. 

In the technology of (pure) crystals we want 
to control concentrations of such defects.  
Also concentrations of impurities of other 
elements build into the crystal lattice (doping). 
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Many different crystals are produced, e.g.:

- Electronics, photonics, photovoltaics :  Si,  (very large amounts of Si)
GaAs,  InP,  GaSb, GaP, InSb
Ge, 
Al2O3,  [GaN],  [ SiC ]

- detectors of radiation:  Si, Ge, CdTe,  metals 

- surface wave devices:  LiNbO3   - piezoelectric,  …

- rezonators:   [SiO2]

- materials for lasers:  Al2O3, YAG … 

- optical elements:  CaF2, LiNbO3  [ADP,  KDP], …  

- hard materials:  Al2O3,  [ C ] , …
  
- and so on ....                                                  (symbol […] methods other than from the melt)
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source: C. Brice (1986) book
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source: C. Brice (1986)
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Important:
1. Growth methods from the melt allow relatively quickly produce large volumes of single 

crystals, at a relatively low price comparing to other methods. But not all materials can 
be grown (as shown in examples above). 

2. Wafers, substrates,  cut from such crystals are used in electronics/photonics etc. as 
templates, or seed crystals, to deposit  epitaxial layers having a particular functionality 
e.g. of electronic device: diodes of various types, transistors in IC, etc. 

3. In electronics, single crystals are necessary, in polycrystalline materials the precise 
control of current flow or optical properties is partially lost (due to a role of grain 
boundaries) comparing to single crystals (it was realized already by W. Shockley, ~1948, 
during early works on transistor)
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Si wafers for microelectronics, photovoltaics, etc

photos from:  PVA TePla, Denmark
(producer of equipment for Si crystals growth)

Diameter of wafers  [mm]Annually, world production of single crystals 
wafers of Si was ~  5 km2 (acc. to SEMI, 2007).
At present it is much larger, mainly due to 
the photovoltaics. 

Mirror-like polished wafers for epitaxy are advanced high-tech products, 
with very tightly specified requirements for parameters. 
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90% world production of Si wafers for IC in 5 firms

thousands of 
Si wafers  
per month

Source: Cusack i in.; Penn St. U. ,  ~2005

In recent years >2010 very strong growth of Chinesse Si crystals industry for photovoltaics. 
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III-V compounds single crystals wafers used for the epitaxy of III-V semiconductor 
layers, also for II-VI :     GaAs, InP,  GaP, InAs, GaSb, InSb     
(and GaN – not shown)

source:  F. Schubert,   book “Doping in III-V semiconductors”
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Example of epitaxial structure of  triple-junction solar cell 
grown on Ge single crystal wafer 

Three-junction monolitic solar cell,
max. efficiency ~36% (a.d. 2005),

(mainly used in space stations, efficient but 
expensive in production)

source: Spectrolab Inc. 



Bonded dual III-V solar cell on Si solar cell

Si cell and dual III-V epitaxial solar cell were produced in separate processes and then 
bonded (joined) at   poly-Si/n-GaAs  junction to form one device.  
This design allows to overcome difficulties in epitaxial growth of III-V materials on Si  and 
also avoid using expensive Ge substrates. 



Selected methods of crystall growth from melt
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Czochralski method of bulk crystal growth

T = const zarodek 
monokrystaliczny 

faza ciekła

elementy  grzejne

tygiel

- growing crystal is not in contact with 
  any other material, like crucible, 
  (= less defects of crystal structure)

- growth and properties of crystal depends 
  on  temperature field  in growth zone and 
  in cooling zone

- control of diameter of crystal (cylindrical 
  part), achieved by regulation of temperature
  field,
  control of process is difficult and nonlinear
  
- high growth rates  ~1 - ~100 mm/h 
  depending on material. 

- use of single crystal seed forces the 
  oriented crystal growth.

seed crystal

liquid

heaters

crucible
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Origin of the method: Jan Czochralski
(worked in 1916-8 in Berlin as a 
metalurgy engineer and researcher, 
studies of metallic single crystals e.g. 
Sn, Zn, Cu in shapes of wires pulled 
out from the molten phase). 

J. Czochralski noted a possibility to 
get single crystals if capillary pipe for 
initial crystallization was used. 

The method was developed much in 
research group which invented the 
transistor  (Bell Laboratories,  1946-
51,  first single crystals of Ge and Si:  
Teal, Little, Buehler)

Many informations can be found in 
books by  Prof.  P. Tomaszewski of 
Wroclaw Inst. of Low Temperatures 
Physics. 
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Phys. Rev. 78 (1950) 637

The first announcement  from Bell Labs concerning growth of Ge single crystals for 
an invention of first transistors. Authors (Teal and Little) invoked ideas of 
Chochralski to which they added many improvements  necessary for 
semiconducting properties of Ge. 
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First crystals of Ge ”pulled out” from the melt (Bell Labs)

    historical report,   IEEE Trans. on Electr. Dev. ED-23 (1976) 621 

One of the first model p-n junctions 
were produced by Czochralski method 
changing doping elements during crystal pulling. 

Ge single crystal wires 
pulled out from melt
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Schematic of current Czochralski method apparatus for Si

source: SUMCO 
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Steps of Cz. crystal pulling

(1) melting, (2) stabilization of temperature, (3) seed-melt contact,
(4) extension of seed crystal pulled out, (5) increasing the diameter, (6) growth 
of cylindrical part.
Growth is controlled by adjusting the heating power (location of melting 
temperature isotherm).         

source: PVA TePla 
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Control of diameter

- a curvature of meniscus is seen  
  (brighter ring)

Diameter is controlled by a location of 
melting temperature isotherm, its cross 
section with surface of melt in the crucible. 

Methods of diameter control:
- experimental adjustment of time profile 
 of heater’s temperature

- control in a closed loop of regulation 
  based on actual measured diameter of
  crystal. This is difficult regulation task. 
  
  Actual diameter can be determined by 
  optical means (detecting lighter ring of 
  meniscus) using automated methods of 
  image recognition. Another method is 
  continuous weighting of crystal or 
  crucible. Some difficulties arise due to 
  meniscus forces. Source: SUMCO
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Role of meniscus in  Czochralski method

- Radiative heat transport depends on 
  “looking angle” of meniscus, related to tilt angle 
  of meniscus.  A source of instability:  if crystal 
  diameter shrinks, the meniscus “looks” at hotter 
  parts of heater around and the crystal gets a 
  tendency to shrinking more.     

- meniscus facilitates optical methods of actual 
  diameter detection

- meniscus gives capilar forces which sometimes 
  hinder to determine actual diameter from 
  weight signal
  

source of photo: MaTeC GmbH (~2006)
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1-dim heat transport near the liquid - solid interface in Cz. 
method

source: Prof. J. Żmija  book, „Otrzymywanie monokryształów”

heat in

heat out
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1-dim heat transport equation

growthsol
liq

liq
sol

sol VL
z
T

z
T









  Κ  – thermal conductivity
L  –  heat of crystallization
Vgrowth – linear growth rate

z
T



- temperature gradients

- an increase of growth rate (forced by a mechanics of Cz apparatus) requires an increase 
of temperature gradients   (but it may lead to an increase of defects in crystals, e.g. 
dislocations, cracks etc. due to thermal stresses) 

- there exists a possibility to change of crystal diameter by changing the growth velocity  
(due to heat of crystallization released), 

 Maximum possible growth rate for a crystal of a given material: 
  - in multi-component crystals (also in one-component doped crystals) is usually limited by 
effects of transport of component in liquid phase (to avoid defects incrystals), not the heat 
transport. 
  - in one-component crystals (like Si, Ge, etc.) is usually limited by thermal stresses when 
crystal goes through a high thermal gradient zone. Possible formation of dislocations, cracks 
etc. 
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Role of convection in the melt on the distribution of temperature

Strong effect for melts with high viscosity and low thermal conductivity,  e.g. oxides materials
   In IF PAN,  effects and oxide crystals widely studied by Prof. Marek Berkowski. 

Weak effect for melts with high thermal conductivity and small viscosity of liquid, 
   e.g. metals, semiconductors:
    

Importance of this effect is described by  Prandtl  dimensionless number:


 PcPr

κ – thermal conductivity
cP – specific heat
μ - viscosity
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Application of magnetic field in high perfection Si in Cz. 
method for wafers for integrated cirquits

- field damping of oscillatory flows in 
  the crucible due to field-induced 
  increase of effective viscosity of 
  melt related to ions in the melt.
  
- it results in a smaller concentration 
  of defects in Si crystal, smaller 
  transport of Oxygen from SiO2 
  crucibles used for Si melts, more 
  homogeneous  distribution of 
  defects.  Oxygen in Si crystals, 
  originating from a dissolution of SiO2 
  crucibles, plays a detrimental role 
  in Si crystals due to a tendency to 
  form few-atomic Oxygen clusters, 
  which introduce local strains, also 
  some forms of clusters give thermally 
  ustable electric donors named 
  „thermal donors”.  
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Cz. puller apparatus,  Kayex company

magnetic 
coil

(Google Grafika: Czochralski)

Si single crystal for wafers
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Industrial type 
Czochralski puller for 
Si  12-inch, 30 cm 
diameter crystals
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Isotope  29Si   Cz. crystal grown using SiC seed 
(SiC seed used not to dissolve Si seed composed of several isotopes)

 Abrosimov et al., Inst. of Crystal Growth, Berlin
Cryst. Res Technol. 38, 654 (2003)
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Sapphire Al2O3 grown using  Czochralski method

ITME, Warszawa
now in:  Ensemble3
Center of Excellence

High melting temperature: 2050 oC
induction heating
crucible: Ir, W, Mo
gas atmosphere:  Ar, N2, vacuum
linear growth rate: 1-3 cm/h

For industrial applications (e.g. GaN/InGaN LED diodes) 
Al2O3 for wafers is grown by Kyropoulos method (slightly 
simpler equipment for crystal growth comparing to Cz.)
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Kyropoulos method 

- similar configuration like in  Cz.

- crystallization solely by a lowering 
  of melt temperature around the 
  seed crystal (no movement of seed 
  crystal upward).

- cheaper method than Cz. and 
  good enough for applications  as 
  wafers, optical windows etc.

Monocrystal PLC Company,  Russian Fed. 
They claim to have ~45% of world production 
of  Al2O3 substrates for GaN blue/white LEDs !!!
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III-V compounds single crystals wafers used for the epitaxy of III-V semiconductor 
layers, also for II-VI :     GaAs, InP,  GaP, InAs, GaSb, InSb     
(and GaN – not shown)

source:  F. Schubert,   book “Doping in III-V semiconductors”
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LEC, liquid encapsulated Czochralski method for some 
III-V materials which evaporate at elevated temperatures 

(GaAs, InAs, InP, GaP)

Liquid Encapsulated Czochralski
(LEC);   Metz, Miller, Mazelski (1962)
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Pressure-type apparatus for 
        LEC method

   Several such type furnaces in Warsaw in: 
      Ensemble 3, Center of Excellence 
      previously  ITME  
      Wólczyńska 133 street

      Faculty of Physics, U. of Warsaw
          (previous lab of yours today’s lecturer)
           - apparatus not operating at present

   

Czochralski apparatus at U. of Warsaw
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Zone-melting techniques:
  Float Zone for  Si

advantages for Si:
- lowered content of Oxygen impurity  
  (no SiO2 crucibles used)

FZ Si:
  - higher uniformity than  Cz. Si 
    (wafers applied in high current/high power devices     
   tyristors, triacs, power IGBT transistors ,...)

  - longer minority carrier lifetimes
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Float Zone method

source:   T.F. Ciszek et al.,  NREL 
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Float Zone method

source: 
PVA TePla

- around 3% of world production 
  of Si uses FZ, the rest by Cz. 

  (source: TopSil, Annual Rep. 2007)
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Comparison of Si

source:   Topsil, Danmark
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Bridgman methods:  HB, VB  and VGF 

Melt and crystal in contact with a 
crucible material, 

easy automation of method,

cheaper method than Cz or FZ, 
but often lower crystalline quality, 

Vertical Gradient Freeze (VGF) method 
uses multiple section heaters.  
In industrial scale, in large part it took over 
the market of Cz.  GaAs.  
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VGF (Vertical Gradient Freezing)

Many independently controled 
heaters allow for a precise 
control of temperature field 
during crystal growth.  

Small temperature gradients 
lower the thermal stresses in 
crystal (and lower the number 
of dislocations). 

High degree of process 
control automation possible.

source: Muller, Birkman;  JCG (2002)
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Modeling of thermal conditions in crystal growth zone 
  - temperature distribution
  - thermal stresses in crystal,
  - optimalization of thermal design 
    of apparatus  
  - studies of liquid flows in the crucible,
  -  etc. 

Growth of crystals from the melt is 
described by coupled equations of 
heat transport, mass or component 
transport  and by equations of liquid 
and gas flows in the growth apparatus. 

Models are solved using  FEM methods. 
Important role of proper knowledge of 
material parameters for the results.  

source:
Semiconductor Technology Research, Inc. 

Si
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  Example of LEC method simulated

source:
Semiconductor Technology Research, Inc. 
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Photovoltaics – very rapid growth in 2000-2022, mostly Si
Beneixama, Spain  (started in August, 2007) 
– one of the first high power PV farms in EU (20 MW)

At present (2022) about 5 GW PV power installed in PL. 
India plans to install soon 100 GW.  
Since ~2010 China took over of most PV Si production. 



Example of PV power plant in PL, Mysłowice

Photo from:   www.wnp.pl
Wirtualny Nowy Przemysł
portal gospodarczy  
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Multicrystalline solar cell, 
- efficiency ~15-20 % in mass production

(slightly lower than in mono-crystalline Si 
cells, but cheaper in production,

melt type crystallization in large crucibles 
made of pure graphite, 
no seed crystal = multiple relatively big 
grains, faster crystallization).

(in mono-crystalline Si cells: 
- efficiency ~ 20% or even slightly more)



Top solar cells  efficiency chart 
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source: National Renewable Energy Laboratory, USA
https://www.nrel.gov/pv/cell-efficiency.html
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GROWTH of CRYSTALS 
from solutions  -
   -  some rules and  few   
      selected examples

Tomasz Słupiński
IF PAN
SL3.2  –  MBE lab.
tslupinski@ifpan.edu.pl

8.03.2023

Photo (by T.S.): 
instabilities of liquid-solid interface 
during GaAs1-xPx crystal growth visible in 
growth striations at selectively etched cross section of crystal 
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Outline
1. Doping of crystals,  segregation of components

2. Transport of components, growth striations

3. Constitutional supercooling effect

4. Methods of growth from solutions

5. Selected examples:
    -  hydrothermal method for  SiO2    
    -  ammonothermal method for  GaN
     -  growth from metallic solutions, e.g.: GaN from Ga+Na solution,
       (another example:  GaN from Ga solution, IHPP PAN „Unipress”)

6. Comparison of  melt and solution growths
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Idea of segregation of component,   example of  Si1-xGex  

Typically, from the melt only  Ge and Si  are grown.  

In case of solid solution Si1-xGex  growth many complications follow  - a consequence 
of  different compositions of solid solution and liquid solution being in an equilibrium at 
given temperature, e.g.  1200 deg C 
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Impurity segregation effect shown in phase diagram 

Segregation coefficent  (equilibrium):                       k
C
C
solid

liquid
0 

C - composition

liquid solution

solid solution
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Segregation of impurities

Segregation effect of impurities in crystallization (i.e. an offset of compositions of solid and liquid phases being 
in the thermodynamic equilibrium) follows already from the simplest models of  solutions, like ideal solution model 
where entalpy of mixing is zero:   ∆Hmixing = 0.  
Component segregation effect is very common effect in phase transitions. 
E.g. M. Skłodowska-Curie has separated radioactive elements using effect of segregation at liquid-solid 
phase transition. 
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Consequence (1) of  segregation effect  for crystal growth:   
a gradient of concentration of impurities along the crystal 

g – fraction of liquid solidified, 
      g = 0…1   - molar fraction
      (or sometimes fraction of mass or volume)
Cs(g), Cl(g) – molar composition of solid (s) 
      and liquid  (l)
N l(0) – starting amount of liquid
k – segregation coefficent  =  Csolid / Cliquid
dg – infinitezimal fraction of melt solidified

)0()()0()1()()0()1()( llllll NdgkgCNdggdggCNggC 

amount of impurity in 
liquid part 

amount of impurity in liquid  
after crystallizing of  dg  fraction

amount of impurity in
part  dg  crystallized

dg

g
dgk

C
dC

l

l



1

)1( 1)1()0()(  kls gkCgC
 - this model assumes easy diffusion (strong mixing) of impurities in liquid phase and no diffusion in 
solid phase.  It is satisfied if crystallization goes enough slowly, and then  k – equilibrium segregation 
coefficent (i.e. from the phase diagram).  

Eq. of balance of amount of impurities  during  crystallization:
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Pfann;  Solid St. Physics. Vol. 4 (1958)
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Example:    GaAs:Te   and    GaAs:Te,Ge

Deviation from normal segregation in as-grown crystals in double-doped GaAs:Te,Ge  and  restoring of normal segregation 
at high annealing temperature was interpretted as  a result of chemical interaction of Te-Ge donor impurities, involving their 
mutual electrical deactivation when Ge-Te molecules are formed.  

                       T. Slupinski, J. Przybytek, D. Wasik,   J. Cryst. Growth 468, 433 (2017)

(electrical doping limit effect  or deactivation/reactivation of impurities are very actual topics even in Silicon material and devices)
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Segregation in  zone melting

x/L = L/Lw  - length of molten zone / length of whole container

Multiple pass of molten zone is a method 
of puryfying crystals (widely used in early
days of semiconductor materials  – 1950’s). 
At present e.g. Silicon is purified as some 
compound by a distillation  (i.e. segregation 
at liquid – vapour phase transition)

Liq. 

Sol. 
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Consequence (2):    Segregation of component in case of weak 
mixing in liquid phase

For  k < 1 (less impurities incorporated into solid than 
present in a liquid phase), a layer enriched in impurities 
exists in liquid during crystal growth 

- diffusion layer  of effective thickness  δ

 
l
o

s

C
Ck 0

l

s

C
Ck 

- equilibrium segregation 
  coefficent
  (from phase diagram)

- effective segregation 
  coefficent  (includes effects 
 of mixing in liquid phase)
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Segregation coeff. (effective) depends on crystallization velocity!

)/exp()1( 00

0

Dukk
kk




Burton, Prim, Slichter (1953)

RESULT:
A dependence exists between the growth 
rate and an amount of impurity in a crystal 

u – linear  growth rate
     (velocity of movement of growth front)
δ – effective thickness of diffusion layer
D – diffusion constant of impurity in liquid
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Transport of heat in melt-growth

z
TVL

z
T sol

solgrowthsol
liq

liq 






 

κ  – heat transport coefficent 
L  – heat of crystallization
Vgrowth – growth velocity linear
ρsol – density of crystal

z
T



- axial gradients of temperature

Near liquid – crystal interface, gradients of temperature exist.
Growth velocity is related to gradients of temperatures. 

1-dim heat transport equation 
(a case near the growth front):
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Convection in liquid phase 

Due to a non-laminar  flow often experienced, the convection has oscillatory character,
meaning:
temperature near the growth front oscillates in time
meaning:
growth velocity (linear) oscillates in time.

Fluctuation of growth front velocity cause the fluctuations of concentration 
of impurities. They are visible in a crystal as   growth striations. 
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Consequence (2) of segregation effect:
growth striations

Current Topics in Mat. Sci., vol. 2 (1976)

Growth striations (fluctuations of concentration of impurities in scale of ~ 1-10 μm) 
originate from an oscillatory character of convection in liquid, 
  no gravitation  -  no growth striations. 

Growth striations reveal information on the shape of growth front, e.g. its spatial or 
temporal stability. 
Growth striations can be observed e.g. by x-ray topography or by using a selective etching 
of polished cross section of crystal

- This part of crystal was grown on Earth

- and this – in space station,  
  no gravitation conditions, 
  so a lack of convection effect 
   and NO growth striations.

InSb:Te crystal growth experiment 
on Skylab space station
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Similarly, damping of oscillatory convection is possible by a magnetic 
field applied during crystal growth.  

This metod of improving the uniformity of Si crystals is used for the highest grade silicon crystals 
growth for wafers for microprocessors. 

K.A. Jackson, J. Cryst. Growth 264, 519 (2004)
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500 μm x 500 μm

Growth front instabillities occur in a case of too large linear growth rate forced in a case of  
GaAs1-xPx   alloy crystal growth in Czochralski method. 
Non-acceptable nonuniformities  (unwanted defects) exist in such crystals. 
Often they lead to a polycrystalline growth.  
– this example demonstrates an important  role of component  transport effect. 

Cross-section of crystal along the growth 
direction seen in Nomarski optical microscopy 

Growth striations example:  onset of growth instabilities 
growth of alloy crystal   GaAs1-xPx,  x=0.07
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Origin of such instabilities is related to a presence of impurity and 
too high growth rate or too small gradients of temperature:

constitutional supercooling effect

Region of liquid supercooled too 
much for the value I of temp.  
gradient

Equilibrium temperature (from 
phase diagram) for an 
actual concentration in the 
diffusive layer

I, II – gradients of temperature 
        near liquid-solid interface
I – unstable Sol-Liq interface. 
II – stable interface for higher 
      gradient 

To avoid the constitutional 
supercooling one should:
- lower growth rate 
- increase grad T

k < 1

C

T
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Mid-lecture conclusions:

If the liquid phase has different composition than the growing crystal, 
then effects of transport of component 

are important. 

Then, transport of component determines possible growth rates, 
not a transport of heat.  

This has fundamental consequences for growth of crystals from 
solutions. 
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Some examples of crystal growth metods from liquid 
solutions

DEFINITION of terms used:  
  growth of crystal of chemical substance AB from a solution in C 
  concerns a situation when molar composition of AB (solute) in solvent 
  C  is of the order of   ~0.1% - ~10 %  (usually)

- low-temperature solutions (e.g. H2O, organic solvents, etc)

- high temperature solutions 
  (e.g. molten metals, liquid salts, supercritical fluids loke H2O, NH3 etc. )

Growth rates possible to achieve:   ~1 – ~100 μm/h   
      (from economy point of view:   the higher – the better) 

Supersaturation is a factor which controls the growth of crystal and 
growth rate 
   (to remind you:  supercooling in a case of melt-growth)

To control of supersaturation usually the dependence of solubility on temperature 
is used. 
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Dissolution zone – transport – crystallization 
zone
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Example:  hydrothermal growth of SiO2 from 
solution in H2O in supercritical state

- SiO2 phase diagram 
shows that  alpha-quartz 
phase (applied in 
pioezoelectric devices) 
cannot be grown from SiO2 
liquid phase:

- other intermediate phases 
and solid-solid transitions 
willl defect (crack) the 
crystal.  
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Hydrothermal method  (e.g. growth of α-SiO2  from H2O 
solution (high pressure, high temperature)

Solvent:  H2O above or near the 
critical point

Autoclave: p(max) =~ 5 kbar
                 T(max) = 500-750 oC
Strong materials requirements !
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Solubility of  SiO2 in  H2O

For an increase of solubility, 
properly selected 
mineralizers are used. 

- compounds which favours 
a formation of complexes 
with solute material which 
can be transported in solute 
phase (e.g.  NaOH for  SiO2 
growth from H2O solvent).

Usually few % molar 
solubility is enough 
for crystal growth. 
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Low solubility of  SiO2 in H2O (no mineralizer)

Current Topics in Mat. Sci., vol. 4
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α-quartz crystals from  
hydrothermal method 

ITME, Warszawa, ~1980-2000
(at present facility is not operating)

Approx. Growth conditions:

- temp. of dissolution zone = 400 oC

- temp. of growth zone = 360 oC 
  (T measured at the outher surface of 
   pressurized autoclave,
  inside the difference may be lower)

- pressure = 1.5 kbar 

- degree of autoclave filling at ambient 
  conditions = 0.80

- growth rate  = ~ 1 mm / 24 godz  (!!!)

          (wg. Laudise, Sullivan (1959)
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J.C. Brice (1986)

Many various type of crystals can be grown, e.g. 
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Ammonothermal method (solution in supercrittical ammonium  NH3) 
on the example of  GaN, AlN  

First reports:
1) D. Peters  (@Hoechst),  J. Cryst. Growth 104 (1990) 

411
    „Ammonothermal Synthesis of AlN”

                   KAl(NH2)4 ↔ KNH2 + AlN + 2 NH3 
   - reversible reaction, controlled by the temperature,
   - low, but enough high solubility in NH3

2) R. Dwiliński et al. (@ Faculty of Physics, U. of Warsaw),  
    Acta Physica Pol.,  A 90 (1996) 763
    „On GaN crystallization by ammonothermal method”

    MRS Internet J. Nitride Semicond. Res. 3 (1998) 25
    „Ammono method of BN, AlN and GaN synthesis and 
    crystal growth” 

- pioneers of GaN ammonothermal growth 
   (yes, you guess well, it was in Warsaw)
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Solubility of  GaN in  NH3 + KNH2  mineralizer

Wang et al., J.Cryst. Growth 287 (2006) 376
- GaN 10 x 10 x 1 mm3

- growth rate ~ 50 μm/24 hours
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!
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- mineralizatory 
zawierajace metale
grupy 2,  np. 
Ca,Ba, Mg  i/lub 
niemetale grupy 7:
Cl, Br, I.  
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Early autoclaves at Faculty of Physics,
U. of Warsaw

(grup of prof. M. Kamińska, ~ 1993-2000)

Current Topics in Mat. Sci., vol. 8 (1982)
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Good ideas may result in an own factory 
( but business is sometimes a more difficult play than crystal growth)

Location of  Ammono sp. z o.o.  in  Nieporęt near Warsaw  (~2010). 

Now, this technology is further developed as part of Institute of High Pressure Physics,
 Polish Academy of Sciences, „Unipress”.  
Unipress developes both methods from solutions:
 - its own High Temperature High Pressure Ga-solution growth,
 - ammonothermal growth.

If you are interested, you may ask Professor Michał Boćkowski – your next-week lecturer. 
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photo from: Gazeta Wyborcza, 2010

Photo from:  07-2010: spectrum.ieee.org
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Growth of  GaN from  a solution Ga+Na

T. Yamada, H. Yamane i in.,
Tohoku University, Sendai, Japonia
2005-6: J. Cryst. Growth, vol. 281, p. 242
                                         vol. 286, p. 494
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Comparison of some rules of crystal growth from the melt 
and from the solution 

Growth from melt:

- available only for materials which 
melts congruently (= the same 
composition of liquid and solid 
phase at equilibrium), and nder the 
conditions that termodynamical 
parameters are technically 
accessible. 
- high growth rates,
- supercooling is the factor which 
controls the growth,
- precise control of temperature field 
in growth zone is required,
- good control of impurities is 
possible   (impurities < ~0.1 %at.), 
but may require a proper care. 

Growth from solution:

- for many various materials providing the 
chemically proper solvent can be found,
- dissolution reaction must be reversible 
and possible to control  (p, T)
- small growth rates, but simple control of 
growth
- supersaturation is the factor which 
controls the growth
- a precise controll of components transport 
conditions from dissolution zone to growth 
zone is required. 
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 Some sources of information :
J. Żmija, „Otrzymywanie monokryształów”,  „Teoria wzrostu kryształów”,    PWN, 1988

E. Fraś,  „Krystalizacja metali i stopów”,  PWN, 1992

D.T. J. Hurle (ed.),  ”Handbook of Crystal Growth”, North Holland / Elsevier
    – kilka tomów z artykułami przeglądowymi nt. wielu metod wzrostu  (~1995)
 
J.C. Brice, ”Crystal Growth Processes”,  Wiley, 1986,  - kompendium

B. Pamplin (ed.),  ”Crystal growth”, Pergamon, 1974

Journals:   ”Journal of Crystal Growth”  
                       np. JCG vol.  264 (2004)  - seria interesujacych przegladowych artykulów 

      nt. różnych ważnych technik z punktu widzenia 
      zastosowań,

                       a także publikacje z różnych konferencji dot. wzrostu kryształów,

                 ”Progress in Crystal Growth and Characterization”   - often review articles, 
”Crystal Growth and Design”   

… and many, many others,

and your own  EXPERIENCE  !!!


